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Complexity of Nondeterministic Graph
Parameter Testing
Marek Karpinski∗ Roland Marko´†
Abstract
We study the sample complexity of nondeterministically testable graph parameters
and improve existing bounds on it by several orders of magnitude. The technique
used would be also of independent interest. We also discuss the special case of weak
nondeterministic testing for uniform hypergraphs of arbitrary order.
1 Introduction
In this paper we investigate the estimation of graph parameters by means of uniform vertex
sampling. We focus on the novel concept of nondeterministic graph parameter and property
testing.
We call a non-negative function on the set of labeled simple graphs a graph parameter
if it is invariant under graph isomorphism, i.e. relabeling of vertices. We define parameters
of edge-k-colored directed graphs, which will be considered in this paper as loop-free and
complete in the sense that each directed edge is present and carries exactly one color, and
introduce analogously the concept also for graphons, the limit objects of dense graphs [3],
[9]. The central characteristic of parameters investigated in the current paper is whether
it is the possible to estimate a given value of the parameter up to a desired accuracy via
uniform sampling of bounded size that is independent from the size of the input graph, in
short, is the parameter testable. If the answer to this question is positive, then we can ask
for the smallest sample size that is sufficient for this purpose. For a graph G (directed and
k-colored possibly) the expression G(q, G) denotes the random induced subgraph of G with
the vertex set chosen uniformly among all subsets of V (G) that have cardinality q.
Definition 1.1. The graph parameter f is testable if for any ε > 0 there exists a positive
integer q0(ε) such that for any q ≥ q0(ε) and simple graph G with at least q0(ε) nodes
P(|f(G)− f(G(q, G))| > ε) < ε.
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The smallest function q0 satisfying the previous inequality is called the sample complexity
of f and is denoted by qf . The testability of parameters of k-colored directed graphs and
uniform hypergraphs is defined analogously.
From now on colored means edge-colored if not noted otherwise and we generally as-
sume that qf (ε) ≥ max{1, 1/ε}. An a priori weaker notion than testability is the second
cornerstone of the current work, it was introduced in [12].
Definition 1.2. The graph parameter f is non-deterministically testable if there exist in-
tegers k ≥ m and a testable k-colored directed graph parameter g called witness such that
for any simple graph G the value f(G) = maxG g(G) where the maximum goes over the
set of (k,m)-colorings of G. The edge-k-colored directed graph G is a (k,m)-coloring of G,
if after erasing all edges of G colored with an element of [m + 1, . . . , k] and discarding the
orientation, coloring, and multiplicity of the remaining edges we end up with G. We say in
this case that G is the shadow of G.
The corresponding definition for r-uniform hypergraphs (in short, r-graphs) is analogous.
The choice of maximizing over the g-values in Definition 1.2 is somewhat arbitrary, in a
more general sense we could have f(G) = g(argmax
G
L(g(G))) for any α-Ho¨lder continuous
function L from R to R. Also, stronger formulations of being a witness can be employed,
such as permitting only undirected instances or imposing k = 2m.
1.1 Previous work
The problem regarding the relationship of the class of parameters that are testable and those
who are non-deterministically testable was first studied in the framework of dense graph lim-
its and property testing by Lova´sz and Vesztergombi [12] in the spirit of the general “P vs.
NP” question, that is a central problem in theoretical computer science. Using the particu-
lar notion of nondeterminism above they were able to prove that any non-deterministically
testable graph property is also testable, which implies the analogous statement for parame-
ters.
Theorem 1.3. [12] Every non-deterministically testable graph property P is testable. The
same holds in parameter testing.
However, no explicit relationship was provided between on one hand, the sample size
required for estimating the f value, and on the other, the two factors, the number of colors
k and m, and the sample complexity of the witness g. The reason for the non-efficient
characteristic of the result is that the authors exploited various consequences of the next
remarkable fact.
Graphons are bounded symmetric measurable functions on the unit square, their cut
norm ‖.‖ given in Definition 2.4 below. At this point we wish to stress that it is weaker
than the L1-norm, and the δ-distance induced by it combined with an optimal overlay has
a compact unit ball, this is not the case for the δ1-distance generated analogously by the
L1-norm.
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Fact. If (Wn)n≥1 is a sequence of graphons and ‖Wn‖ → 0 when n tends to infinity,
then for any measurable function Z : [0, 1]2 → [−1, 1] it is true that ‖WnZ‖ → 0, where the
product is taken point-wise.
Although the above statement is true for all Z, the convergence is not uniform and its
rate depends heavily on the structure of Z.
The relationship of the magnitude of the sample complexity of a nondeterministically
testable property P and its colored witness Q was analyzed by Gishboliner and Shapira
[7] relying on Szemere´di’s Regularity Lemma and its connections to graph property testing
unveiled by Alon, Fischer, Newman, and Shapira [2]. In the upper bound given in [7] the
height of the exponential tower was not bounded and growing as a function of the inverse of
the accuracy, 1/ε, the main result of [7] for parameters can be rephrased as follows.
Theorem 1.4. [7] Every non-deterministically testable graph parameter f is testable. If
the sample complexity of the witness parameter g for each ε > 0 is qg(ε), then the sample
complexity of f for each ε > 0 is at most tf(cqg(ε/2)) for some universal constant c > 0,
where tf(t) is the exponential tower of twos of height t.
1.2 Our contribution
In the current paper we improve on the result of [7] by using a weaker type of regularity ap-
proach which eliminates the tower-type dependence on the sample complexity of the witness
parameter. The function exp(t) stands for the t-fold iteration of the exponential function
(exp(0) = id). Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1.5. Let f be a nondeterministically testable simple graph parameter with witness
parameter g of k-colored digraphs, and let the corresponding sample complexity be qg. Then
f is testable with sample complexity qf , and there exists a constant c > 0 only depending on
k but not on f or g such that for any ε > 0 the inequality qf(ε) ≤ exp(3)(cq2g(ε/2)) holds.
We also investigate the case where only node colored graphs and their parameters serve
as nondeterministic certificate, and improve on the above upper bound in that setting.
Moreover, we extend the method to be able to deal with hypergraphs of higher rank, see
below for the precise formulation.
1.3 Outline of the paper
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the basic notation related to
dense graph limit theory that is necessary to conduct the proof of the main result in Theorem
1.5, and we will also state and prove the main ingredient of the proof, our intermediate
regularity lemma, that might be of interest on its own right. Section 3 continues with the
proof of Theorem 1.5, while in Section 4 we treat a special case of the non-deterministic
testing notion applied in the current paper.
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2 Graph limits and regularity lemmas
First we provide the definition of graph convergence via subgraph densities. For the simple
graphs F and G let hom(F,G) denote the number of maps φ : V (F )→ V (G) that preserve
binary relationships, that is for each u, v ∈ V (F ) we have φ(u)φ(v) ∈ E(G) if and only if
when uv ∈ E(F ), in particular, a homomorphism has to be injective. In some previous works
only the presence of edges had to be sustained by φ. Furthermore, let t(F,G) = hom(F,G)
|V (G)||V (F )|
denote the subgraph density of F in G. The density t(F,G) in the case of k-colored digraphs
is defined analogously.
Definition 2.1. [9] Let (Gn)n≥1 be a sequence of simple graphs. It is said to be convergent
if for every simple graph F the numerical sequences (t(F,Gn))n≥1 converge to some limit.
Convergence is defined in the case of sequences of k-colored digraphs analogously.
We now describe the space of limit objects of simple graphs in the sense of Lova´sz and
Szegedy [9]. Let W0 be the set of all bounded measurable functions W : [0, 1] × [0, 1] →
R, these objects are called kernels. The subspace W of [0, 1]-valued elements of W0 that
are symmetric in the sense that W (x, y) = W (y, x) for all x, y ∈ [0, 1] is the space of
graphons. The space of k-colored directed graphons can be described in a similar, though
more involved way. Let W(k)0 be the set of k × k-tuples W = (W (α,β))α,β∈[k] of kernels
referred to as k-colored dikernels. The subspace W(k) of W(k)0 whose components obey
a symmetry in the sense that W (α,β)(x, y) = W (β,α)(y, x) for each x, y ∈ [0, 1], are non-
negative, and additionally satisfy
∑
α,β∈[k]W
(α,β)(x, y) = 1 for each x, y ∈ [0, 1] is referred
to as the space of k-colored directed graphons. Note that for each set [m] with m ≤ k
the function W ′(x, y) =
∑
α,β∈[m]W
(α,β)(x, y) is a graphon when W is k-colored directed
graphon, furthermore, each graphon W can be regarded as a 2-colored directed graphon by
setting W (1,2) =W (2,1) = 0 and W (1,1) =W everywhere.
A step function is a real-valued function on [0, 1]2 that is constant on the product sets
Pi×Qj for some pair of partitions P and Q of [0, 1] into the same number of classes referred
to as steps, the step function is proper when P = Q. For a partition P the integer tP
denotes the number of its classes. We call a partition P of [0, 1] a canonical n-partition if
its classes are the intervals Pi = [
i−1
n
, i
n
) for each i ∈ [n]. If the canonical n-partition refines
a partition, then we speak of an In-partition, and an In-set is the union of some classes of
the canonical n-partition. Further, a measure-preserving map from [0, 1] to [0, 1] is referred
to as an In-permutation if it corresponds to a permutation of the classes of the canonical
n-partition. Functions on [0, 1] and [0, 1]2 are called In-functions if they are constant on the
classes of the canonical n-partition and products of those, respectively. We require these
concepts to be able to relate graphs on different vertex sets to each other in a simple and
computationally efficient way.
We can associate to each simple graph G on n vertices a graphon WG that is a step
function with the steps forming the canonical n-partition and taking the value 1 on Pi × Pj
whenever ij ∈ E(G) and 0 otherwise. Similarly, for a k-colored directed G we can define
WG as the step function with the same steps as above and set W
(α,β)
G
to 1 on Pi × Pj when
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(i, j) is colored by α and (j, i) by β in G, and to 0 otherwise. Here on the diagonal cubes
Pi × Pi we require the special color ι (standing for undefined color), the overall measure of
the diagonal cubes is O(1/|V (G)|).
Next we define the sampling process for the objects in consideration.
Definition 2.2. Let q ≥ 1, G be a simple graph and S be a random subset of V (G) chosen
among all subsets of cardinality q uniformly. Then G(q, G) denotes the random induced
subgraph of G on S. For a k-colored directed graph G the random subgraph G(q,G) is
defined analogously, same applies for r-uniform hypergraphs for arbitrary r.
LetW be a graphon and q ≥ 1, furthermore, (Xi)i∈[q] and (Yij)ij∈([q]2 ) be mutually pair-wise
independent uniform [0, 1] random variables. Then the random graph G(q,W ) has vertex set
[q] and an edge runs between the vertices i and j if Yij ≥ W (Xi, Xj). The random k-colored
directed graph G(q,W) has also vertex set [q], and further, conditioned on the choice of
(Xi)i∈[q], the colors for the edges in the two directions are chosen independently for all pairs
ij ∈ ([q]
2
)
of vertices, the event that (i, j) carries the color α and at the same time (j, i)
carries the color β has probability W (α,β)(Xi, Xj).
Note that in G(q,W) the colors of (i, j) and (j, i) are not even conditionally independent
as random objects.
The density of a simple graph F with vertex set [q] in a graphon W is defined as
t(F,W ) =
∫
[0,1]q
∏
ij∈E(F )
W (xi, xj)
∏
ij /∈E(F )
(1−W (xi, xj))dx,
and the density of a colored digraph F with the same vertex set as above described as a
matrix with color entries in W is given as
t(F,W) =
∫
[0,1]q
∏
ij:F(i,j)=α
F(j,i)=β
W (α,β)(xi, xj)dx,
where the product in the integral is taken over all unordered pairs ij ∈ ([k]
2
)
.
The next theorem, first proven in [9], states that the graphons truly represent the limit
space of simple graphs. For the proof of the more general cases, see [5], [8], and [11].
Theorem 2.3. [9], [11] If (Gn)n≥1 is a convergent sequence of simple graphs, then there
exists a graphon W such that for every simple graph F we have t(F,Gn)→ t(F,W ), when n
tends to infinity. Similarly, if (Gn)n≥1 is a convergent sequence of k-colored directed graphs,
then there exists a k-colored digraphon W such that for every k-colored digraph F it holds
that t(F,Gn)→ t(F,W).
We proceed by enumerating the norms and distances that are relevant for the current
work and are related to the graph limit theory and parameter testing.
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Definition 2.4. The cut norm of a real n× n matrix A is
‖A‖ = 1
n2
max
S,T⊂[n]
|A(S, T )| ,
where A(S, T ) =
∑
s∈S,t∈T A(s, t).
The cut distance of two labeled simple graphs F and G on the same vertex set [n] is
d(F,G) = ‖AF −AG‖,
where AF and AG stand for the respective adjacency matrices.
The cut norm of a kernel W is
‖W‖ = max
S,T⊂[0,1]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
S×T
W (x, y)dxdy
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (2.1)
where maximum is taken over all pairs of measurable sets S and T . We speak of the n-cut
norm of kernels when the maximum in (2.1) is only taken over pairs of In-sets, it is denoted
by ‖W‖〈n〉

. The cut norm of a k × k-tuple of kernels W = (W (α,β))kα,β=1 is
‖W‖ =
k∑
α,β=1
‖W (α,β)‖.
The cut distance of two graphons W and U is
δ(W,U) = inf
φ,ψ
‖W φ − Uψ‖,
where the infimum runs over all pairs of measure-preserving map from [0, 1] to [0, 1], and
the graphon W φ is defined as W φ(x, y) = W (φ(x), φ(y)). Similarly, for k-colored directed
graphons W and U we have
δ(W,U) = inf
φ,ψ
‖Wφ −Uψ‖,
with the difference being component-wise. The cut distance for arbitrary unlabeled graphs F
and G is
δ(F,G) = δ(WF ,WG),
the definitions for the colored directed version is identical. Another variant is for the case
when V (F ) = [m] and V (G) = [n] such that m is a divisor of n. Then
δˆ
〈n〉

(F,G) = min
φ
d(F [n/m], G
φ),
where F [t] is the t-fold equitable blow up of F and the minimum goes over all node relabellings
φ of G. In the case n = m we omit the upper index and use δˆ.
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In fact, δˆ and δ define only pseudometrics, graphs have distance zero whenever they
have equitable blow-ups that are isomorphic. For graphons we introduce the term graphon
equivalence for the case whenever the δ distance is 0, but will refer to the above with a
slight abuse of notation as proper distances.
Observe that for two graphs F and G on the common node set [n] the distance d(F,G) =
‖WF −WG‖ = ‖WF −WG‖〈n〉 . Also note that in general for F and G with identical vertex
cardinalities δ(F,G) is not necessarily equal to δ
〈n〉

(F,G), however in [3] it was demonstrated
that δ(F,G) ≤ δˆ(F,G) ≤ 32(δ(F,G))1/67.
An important property of the distances introduced above is that subgraph densities are
uniformly continuous in the topology defined by them.
Lemma 2.5. [3] Let U and W be two graphons. Then for every simple graph F on q vertices
we have
|t(F,W )− t(F, U)| ≤
(
q
2
)
δ(U,W ).
The analogous result holds for k-colored digraphons.
The connection to graph limits is given in the next theorem from [3].
Theorem 2.6. [3] A graph sequence (Gn)n≥1 (a k-colored directed graph sequence (Gn)n≥1,
respectively) is convergent if and only if it is Cauchy in the δ metric.
A remarkable feature of the δ distance is that the deviation of a sampled graph from the
original graph or graphon can be upper bounded by a function that decreases logarithmically
in the inverse of the sample size. Originally, this result was established to verify Theorem 2.6.
Lemma 2.7. [3] Let ε > 0 and let U be a graphon. Then for q ≥ 2100/ε2 we have
P (δ(U,G(q, U)) ≥ ε) ≤ exp
(
−4100/ε2 ε
2
50
)
. (2.2)
We turn our attention to the continuous formulation of the Regularity Lemma of Frieze
and Kannan [6] in the graphon space. For a partition P of [0, 1] and a kernel W we obtain
WP from W by averaging on every rectangle given by product sets from P.
Lemma 2.8 (Weak Regularity Lemma for kernels). [6], [10] For every ε > 0 and W ∈ W0
there exists a partition P = (P1, . . . , Pm) of [0, 1] into m ≤ 2
8
ε2 parts, such that
‖W −WP‖ ≤ ε‖W‖2. (2.3)
By slight adaptation of the original proof in [6] of the above result we obtain the version
for k-colored digraphons.
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Lemma 2.9 (Weak Regularity Lemma for k-colored directed graphons). For every ε > 0
and k-colored digraphon W there exists a partition P = (P1, . . . , Pm) of [0, 1] into m ≤
2k
4 8
ε2 = t′k(ε) parts, such that
d(W,WP) =
k∑
α,β=1
‖W (α,β) − (W (α,β))P‖ ≤ ε. (2.4)
When W = WG for a k-colored digraph G with vertex cardinality n, then one can require
in the above statement that P is an In-partition.
The following kernel norm shares some useful properties with the cut-norm. Most promi-
nently it admits a regularity lemma that outputs a partition whose number of classes is
considerably below the tower-type magnitude in the desired accuracy. On the other hand,
it does not admit a straight-forward definition of a related distance by calculating the norm
of the difference of two optimally overlayed objects as in Definition 2.4. This is the result of
the general assumption that the partition P below involved in the definition always belongs
to one of the graphons whose deviation we wish to estimate. Therefore a relabeling of this
graphon should also act on P, hence symmetry fails. Its advantages in comparison to the
cut norm will become clearer in the proof of the main result below.
Definition 2.10. Let W be a kernel and P = (P1, . . . , Pt) a partition of [0, 1]. Then the
cut-P-norm of W is
‖W‖P = max
Si,Ti⊂Pi
t∑
i,j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Si×Tj
W (x, y)dxdy
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.5)
For two kernels U and W let dW,P(U) denote the cut-P-deviation of U with respect to W
that is defined by
dW,P(U) = inf
φ
‖Uφ −W‖P , (2.6)
where the infimum runs over all measure preserving maps from [0, 1] to [0, 1].
For n ≥ 1, a partition P of [n] and a directed weighted graph H the cut-P-norm of H on
[n] is defined as
‖H‖P = ‖WH‖P ′, (2.7)
where P ′ is the partition of [0, 1] induced by P and the map j 7→ [ j−1
n
, j
n
).
The definition for the k-colored version is analogous.
Definition 2.11. Let W = (W (1,1), . . . ,W (k,k)) be a k × k tuple of kernels and P =
(P1, . . . , Pt) a partition of [0, 1]. Then the cut-P-norm of W is
‖W‖P =
k∑
α,β=1
‖W (α,β)‖P . (2.8)
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For two k-colored directed graphons U and W let dW,P(U) denote the cut-P-deviation of U
with respect to W that is defined by
dW,P(U) = inf
φ
‖Uφ −W‖P = inf
φ
k∑
α,β=1
‖(U (α,β))φ −W (α,β)‖P , (2.9)
where the infimum runs over all measure preserving maps from [0, 1] to [0, 1].
It is not hard to check that the cut-P-norm is in fact a norm on the space where we identify
two kernels when they differ only on a set of measure 0. From the definition it follows directly
that for arbitrary kernels U and W , and any partition P we have ‖W‖ ≤ ‖W‖P ≤ ‖W‖1
and δ(U,W ) ≤ dW,P(U) ≤ δ1(U,W ), the same is true for the k-colored directed version.
Remark 2.12. We present a different description of the cut-P-norm of W and W re-
spectively that will allow us to rely on results concerning the cut-norm of Definition 2.4
more directly. For a partition P with t classes and A = (Aj,l)tj,l=1 ∈ {−1,+1}t×t, let
WA(x, y) = Aj,lW (x, y) (W
A is given by (W (α,β))A(x, y) = Aj,lW
(α,β)(x, y) respectively) for
x ∈ Pj and y ∈ Pl. Then ‖W‖P = max
A
‖WA‖ and ‖W‖P = max
A
‖WA‖.
This newly introduced norm admits a uniform approximation in the following sense that
is essential to conduct the proof of Theorem 1.5.
Lemma 2.13. For every ε > 0, m0 : [0, 1] → N, k ≥ 1 and k-colored directed graphon
W = (W (α,β))α,β∈[k] there exists a partition P = (P1, . . . , Pt) of [0, 1] into t ≤ (16m0(ε))
2
k4
ε2
4
=
tk(ε,m0(ε)) parts, such that for any partition Q of [0, 1] into at most max{t,m0(ε)} classes
we have
‖W −WP‖Q ≤ ε. (2.10)
If W = WG for some k-colored G with |V (G)| = n, then one can require that P is an
In-partition. If we want the parts to have equal measure (almost equal in the graph case),
then the upper bound on the number of classes is modified to ((3k)
12m0(ε)/ε4)2
2k4/ε2
(3k)6/ε2
.
Proof. Fix an arbitrary function m0, a ε > 0, and a W ∈ W(k). We construct a sequence
of partitions R0,R1, . . . ,Rm such that R0 = [0, 1] and each Ri+1 refines the preceding Ri.
The integer m is a priori undefined.
The construction is sequential in the sense that we assume that we have already con-
structed R0,R1, . . . ,Ri−1 before considering the ith step of the construction.
If for i ≥ 1 there exists a partitionQ = (Q1, . . . , QtQ) of [0, 1] into at most max{tRi−1 , m0(ε)}
classes such that
‖W −WRi−1‖Q > ε, (2.11)
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then we proceed to the construction of Ri. In the case of i = 1 we choose Q to have exactly
m0 parts of positive measure, this can be achieved since for any refinement Q′ of Q we
have ‖W −WRi−1‖Q′ ≥ ‖W −WRi−1‖Q. The inequality (2.11) implies that there are
α0, β0 ∈ [k] and measurable subsets S and T of [0, 1] such that
tQ∑
i,j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
(S∩Qi)×(T∩Qj)
W (α0,β0)(x, y)−W (α0,β0)Ri−1 (x, y)dxdy
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ > ε/k
2. (2.12)
In this case we define Ri to be the coarsest common refinement of Ri−1, Q, and {S, T} for
some arbitrary choice of the latter partition and sets satisfying (2.12).
Set Sj = S ∩Qj and Tj = T ∩Qj for j ∈ [tQ] and U = W (α0,β0)−W (α0,β0)Ri−1 , further, define
the step function V =
∑
j,l∈[tQ]
sgn(
∫
Sj×Tl
U)ISj×Tl
In this case
‖WRi‖22 − ‖WRi−1‖22 =
k∑
α,β=1
〈W (α,β)Ri ,W
(α,β)
Ri
〉 − 〈W (α,β)Ri−1 ,W
(α,β)
Ri−1
〉
=
k∑
α,β=1
〈W (α,β)Ri −W
(α,β)
Ri−1
,W
(α,β)
Ri
−W (α,β)Ri−1 〉 (2.13)
=
k∑
α,β=1
‖W (α,β)Ri −W
(α,β)
Ri−1
‖22
≥ ‖W (α0,β0)Ri −W
(α0,β0)
Ri−1
‖22
≥ 1‖V ‖22
|〈W (α0,β0)Ri −W
(α0,β0)
Ri−1
, V 〉|2 (2.14)
=
1
‖V ‖22
|〈W (α0,β0) −W (α0,β0)Ri−1 , V 〉|2 (2.15)
≥ |〈W (α0,β0) −W (α0,β0)Ri−1 , V 〉|2 (2.16)
> ε2/k4. (2.17)
Here we used first in (2.13) that 〈W (α,β)Ri−1 ,W
(α,β)
Ri
〉 = 〈W (α,β)Ri−1 ,W
(α,β)
Ri−1
〉, since W (α,β)Ri−1 is constant
on Ri−1 rectangles, and the integral of the two functions is equal on these rectangles. In
(2.14) we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, then in (2.15) the fact that 〈W (α0,β0)Ri , V 〉 =
〈W (α0,β0), V 〉, that is true by V being constant on Ri rectangles and W (α0,β0)Ri and W (α0,β0)
having the same integral value on taken on Ri rectangles. We concluded the calculation in
(2.16) by ‖V ‖2 ≤ 1 and in (2.17) using the condition (2.12).
If for some i0 ≥ 0 we have
‖W −WRi0‖Q ≤ ε (2.18)
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for every partition Q of [0, 1] into at most max{tRi0 , m0(ε)} classes, then we stop the process
and set P = Ri0 and m = i0.
We have ‖WRj‖22 ≤ ‖W‖22 ≤ ‖W‖21 ≤ 1 for each j ≥ 0, and at each non-terminating
step we showed ‖WRi‖22 − ‖WRi−1‖22 > ε2/k4. Therefore by
‖WRj‖22 ≥
j∑
i=1
‖WRi‖22 − ‖WRi−1‖22,
for each j ≥ 1 we conclude that the process terminates definitely after a finite number of
steps and m ≤ k4/ε2. The partition P satisfies
‖W −WP‖Q ≤ ε
for each Q with tQ ≤ max{t,m0(ε)} by the choice of m and the construction of the partition
sequence, we are left to verify the upper bound on tP in the statement of the lemma.
We know that tR0 = 1, and if the partition does not terminate before the first step,
then we assume m0 ≤ tR1 . This lower bound does not affect generality, the partition Q0
that certifies that R0 is not suitable for the choice of the partition P in the statement of
the lemma is selected to have tQ0 = m0. For this particular choice of Q0 and R1 we can
reformulate the condition that the terminating partition Rm has to fulfill as
‖W −WRm‖Q ≤ ε
for every Q partition of [0, 1] into at most tRm classes, since tRi ≥ m0 for every i ≥ 1.
We set s(0) = 1, s(1) = 4m0, and further define s(i + 1) = 4s(i)
2 for each i ≥ 1. We
claim that for each i ≥ 0 we have tRi ≤ s(i), this can be easily verified by induction, since
at each step Ri+1 is the coarsest common refinement of two partitions with tRi classes and
two additional sets.
Further, for each i ≥ 1 we have now log 4s(i+1) = 2 log 4s(i), therefore s(i) = (16m0)2
i−1
4
,
and consequently s(m) ≤ (16m0)2
k4
ε2
−1
4
.
The case regarding W = WG for a k-colored directed graph G of vertex cardinality
n follows completely identically, at each step of the construction of the partitions Ri the
partition Q0 and the sets S and T can be chosen to be an In-partition and sets, respectively.
Hence, P is an In-partition, the upper bound on tP is identical to the one in the general
case.
In a similar way we can achieve that P is an equiv-partition, or a In-partition with classes
of almost equal size in the graph case respectively. Fix ε > 0 and a W ∈ W(k). For this
setup we define the partition sequence somewhat differently, in particular each element is an
equiv-partition. Set R0 = [0, 1] and each Ri+1 refines the preceding Ri.
If for i ≥ 1 there exists a partitionQ = (Q1, . . . , QtQ) of [0, 1] into at most max{tRi−1 , m0}
classes such that
‖W −WRi−1‖Q > ε, (2.19)
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then we proceed to the construction of Ri, otherwise we stop, as above, and set P = Ri−1,
and m = i− 1. Assume that we are facing the first case. Let R′i−1 be the coarsest common
refinement of Ri−1, Q, and {S, T}, where the sets S and T certify (2.19) as above. Then
‖WR′i−1‖22 − ‖WRi−1‖22 > ε2/k4. Let R′′i−1 = (R21, . . . , R2l ) be the partition that is obtained
from the classes of R′i−1 = (R11, . . . , R1l ), such that the measure of each of the classes of R′′i−1
is an integer multiple of ε2/(14k6tR′i−1) with λ(R
1
i△R2i ) ≤ ε2/(14k6tR′i−1) for each i ∈ [l].
(We disregard the technical difficulty of 1/ε2 not being an integer to facilitate readability.)
Claim 2.14. For any kernel W : [0, 1]2 → R and partitions P = (P1, . . . , Pt) and S =
(S1, . . . , Sl) we have
‖WP −WS‖1 ≤ 7
l∑
i=1
λ(Pi△Si). (2.20)
To see this, let Ti = Pi ∩ Si, Ni = Pi \ Si, and Mi = Si \ Pi for each i ∈ [l], and let
T1 = (T1, . . . , Tl, N1, . . . , Nl) and T2 = (T1, . . . , Tl,M1, . . . ,Ml) be two partitions of [0, 1].
Then
‖WP −WT1‖1 ≤
l∑
i,j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ti×Tj
∫
Pi×Pj
W
λ(Pi)λ(Pj)
−
∫
Ti×Tj
W
λ(Ti)λ(Tj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2
l∑
i=1
λ(Ni)
≤
l∑
i,j=1
1
λ(Pi)λ(Pj)λ(Ti)λ(Tj)
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ti×Tj
[
λ(Ti)λ(Tj)

 ∫
Ni×Tj
W +
∫
Ti×Nj
W +
∫
Ni×Nj
W


− (λ(Ni)λ(Tj) + λ(Ti)λ(Nj) + λ(Ni)λ(Nj))
∫
Ti×Tj
W
]∣∣∣∣∣+ 2
l∑
i=1
λ(Ni)
≤
l∑
i,j=1
2‖W‖∞λ
2(Ti)λ
2(Tj) [λ(Ni)λ(Tj) + λ(Ti)λ(Nj) + λ(Ni)λ(Nj)]
λ(Pi)λ(Pj)λ(Ti)λ(Tj)
+ 2
l∑
i=1
λ(Ni)
≤ 2
l∑
i,j=1
λ(Ni)λ(Pj) + λ(Nj)λ(Pi) + 2
l∑
i=1
λ(Ni)
= 6
l∑
i=1
λ(Ni).
Similarly,
‖WS −WT2‖1 ≤ 6
l∑
i=1
λ(Mi),
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and also
‖WT2 −WT1‖1 ≤ 2
l∑
i=1
λ(Mi),
which implies the claim.
By 2.14 it follows that
∣∣∣‖WR′i−1‖22 − ‖WR′′i−1‖22
∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
k∑
α,β=1
∫
[0,1]2
(W
(α,β)
R′i−1
)2(x, y)− (W (α,β)R′′i−1 )
2(x, y)dxdy
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤
k∑
α,β=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
[0,1]2
(W
(α,β)
R′i−1
(x, y)−W (α,β)R′′i−1 (x, y))(W
(α,β)
R′i−1
(x, y) +W
(α,β)
R′′i−1
(x, y))dxdy
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
2
‖W‖∞α, β = 1k‖W (α,β)R′i−1 −W
(α,β)
R′′i−1
‖1
≤ 28k2
l∑
i=1
λ(R1i△R2i )
≤ ε2/(2k4).
We finish with the construction of Ri by refining R′′i−1 into ε2/(28k6tR′i−1) sets in total of
equal measure so that the resulting partition refines R′′i−1. It follows that
‖WRi‖22 − ‖WR′′i−1‖22 ≥ 0, (2.21)
hence
‖WRi‖22 − ‖WRi−1‖22 ≥ ε2/(2k4). (2.22)
The construction of the partitions terminates after at most 2k4/ε2 steps. The partition
P satisfies the norm conditions of the lemma, we are left to check whether it has the right
number of classes. Similarly as above, let s(0) = 1 and s(1) = m0(3k)
6/ε2, and further
for i ≥ 1 let s(i + 1) = (3k)6s2(i)/ε2. It is clear from the construction that tRi ≤ s(i).
Let a = (3k)6/ε2, then it is not difficult to see that s(i) = (a
2m0)2
i−1
a
. It follows that
tP ≤ ((3k)12m0/ε4)2
2k4/ε2
(3k)6/ε2
.
The graph case also follows analogously to the general partition case we dealt with above.
As seen in the proof, the upper bound on the number of classes in the statement of the
lemma is not the sharpest we can prove, we stay with the simpler bound for the sake of
readability. In the simple graph and graphon case the above reads as follows.
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Corollary 2.15. For every ε > 0 and W ∈ W there exists a partition P = (P1, . . . , Pm) of
[0, 1] into m ≤ 1621/ε2/4 parts, such that
‖W −WP‖Q ≤ ε. (2.23)
for each partition Q of [0, 1] into at most tP classes.
With the additional condition that the partition classes should have the same measure the
above is true with m ≤ (312/ε4)2
(24/ε2)
36/ε2
.
3 Proof of Theorem 1.5
We will exploit the continuity of a testable graph parameter with respect to the cut norm and
distance, and the connection of this characteristic to the sample complexity of the parameter.
We require two results, the first one quantifies the above continuity. We generally assume
that the sample complexity satisfies qg(ε) ≥ 1/ε, also ε ≤ 1 and k ≥ 2.
Lemma 3.1. Let g be a testable k-colored digraph parameter with sample complexity at most
qg. Then for any ε > 0 and two graphs,G andH, with |V (G)|, |V (H)| ≥
(
2q2g(ε/4)
ε
)1/(qg(ε/4)−1)
satisfying δ(G,H) ≤ k−2q2g(ε/4) we have
|g(G)− g(H)| ≤ ε.
Proof. Let ε > 0, G and H be as in the statement, and set q = qg(ε/4). Then we have
|g(G)− g(H)| ≤ |g(G)− g(G(q,G))|+ |g(G(q,WG))− g(G(q,G))|
+ |g(G(q,WG))− g(G(q,WH))|+ |g(G(q,H))− g(G(q,WH))|
+ |g(H)− g(G(q,H))|. (3.1)
The first and the last term on the right of (3.1) can be each upper bounded by ε/4 with
cumulative failure probability ε/2 due to the assumptions of the lemma. To deal with the
second term we require the fact that G(q,G) and G(q,WG) have the same distribution
conditioned on the event that the Xi variables that define G(q,WG) lie in different classes
of the canonical equiv-partition of [0, 1] into |V (G)| classes. The failure probability of the
latter event can be upper bounded by q2/2|V (G)|q−1, which is at most ε/4, analogously for
the fourth term. Until this point we have not dealt with the relationship of the two random
objects G(q,WG) and G(q,WH), therefore the above discussion is valid for every coupling
of them.
In order to handle the third term we upper bound the probability that the two random
graphs are different by means of an appropriate coupling, since clearly in the event of identity
the third term of (3.1) vanishes. More precisely, we will show that G(q,WG) and G(q,WH)
can be coupled in such a way that P(G(q,WG) 6= G(q,WH)) < 1− ε. We utilize that for a
fixed k-colored digraph F on q vertices we can upper bound the deviation of the subgraph
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densities of F in G and H through the cut distance of these graphs, see Lemma 2.5. In
particular,
|P(G(q,WG) = F)− P(G(q,WH) = F)| ≤
(
q
2
)
δ(WG,WH).
Therefore in our case∑
F
|P(G(q,WG) = F)− P(G(q,WH) = F)| ≤ k2(
q
2)
(
q
2
)
k−2q
2 ≤ ε,
where the sum goes over all labeled k-colored digraphs F on q vertices.
Since there are only finitely many possible target graphs for the random objects, we can
couple G(q,WG) and G(q,WH) so that in the end we have P(G(q,WG) 6= G(q,WH)) ≤ ε.
This implies that with positive probability (in fact, with at least 1 − 2ε) the sum of the
five terms on the right hand side of (3.1) does not exceed ε, so the statement of the lemma
follows.
We will also require the following statement which can be regarded as the quantitative
counterpart of Lemma 3.2 from [12]. It clarifies why the cut-P-norm, (Definition 2.10,
Definition 2.11) and the need for the accompanying regularity lemma, Lemma 2.13, are
essential for our intent.
Lemma 3.2. Let k ≥ 2, ε > 0, U be a step function with steps P = (P1, . . . , Pt) and V be
a graphon with ‖U − V ‖P ≤ ε. For any k-colored digraphon U = (U (1,1), . . . , U (k,k)) that is
a step function with steps from P and a (k,m)-coloring of U there exists a (k,m)-coloring
V = (V (1,1), . . . , V (k,k)) of V so that ‖U−V‖ =
∑k
α,β=1 ‖U (α,β) − V (α,β)‖ ≤ k2ε.
If V =WG for a simple graph G on n ≥ 16/ε2 nodes and P is an In-partition of [0, 1] then
there is a (k,m)-coloring G of G that satisfies the above conditions and ‖U−WG‖ ≤ 2k2ε.
Proof. Fix ε > 0, and let U , V , and U be as in the statement of the lemma. Then∑k
α,β=1 U
(α,β) = 1, let M be the subset of [k]2 such that its elements have at least one
component that is at most m, so we have
∑
(α,β)∈M U
(α,β) = U by definition. For (α, β) ∈M
set V (α,β) = V U
(α,β)
U
on the set where U > 0 and V (α,β) = V
k2−(k−m)2
where U = 0, further-
more for (α, β) /∈ M set V (α,β) = (1−V )U (α,β)
1−U
on the set where U < 1 and V (α,β) = 1−V
(k−m)2
where U = 1. We will show that the k-colored digraphon V defined this way satisfies the
conditions, in particular for each (α, β) ∈ [k]2 we have ‖U (α,β) − V (α,β)‖ ≤ ε. We will
explicitly perform the calculation only for (α, β) ∈M , the other case is analogous. Fix some
S, T ⊂ [0, 1], then∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
S×T
U (α,β) − V (α,β)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
S×T,U>0
U (α,β) − V (α,β) +
∫
S×T,U=0
U (α,β) − V (α,β)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
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≤
t∑
i,j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
(S∩Pi)×(T∩Pj),U>0
U (α,β)
U
(U − V ) +
∫
(S∩Pi)×(T∩Pj),U=0
1
k2 − (k −m)2 (U − V )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
t∑
i,j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
(S∩Pi)×(T∩Pj)
(U − V )
[
IU>0
U (α,β)
U
+ IU=0
1
k2 − (k −m)2
]∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤
t∑
i,j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
(S∩Pi)×(T∩Pj)
(U − V )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= ‖U − V ‖P ≤ ε.
The second inequality is a consequence of
[
IU>0
U (α,β)
U
+ IU=0
1
k2−(k−m)2
]
being a constant
between 0 and 1 on each of the rectangles Pi × Pj.
We prove now the second statement of the lemma concerning graphs with V = WG and
a partition P that is an In-partition. The general discussion above delivers the existence of
V that is a (k,m)-coloring of WG, which can be regarded as a fractional coloring of G, as V
is constant on the sets associated with nodes of G. For |V (G)| = n we get for each ij ∈ ([n]
2
)
a probability distribution on [k]2 with P (Zij = (α, β)) = n
2
∫
[ i−1
n
, i
n
]×[ j−1
n
, j
n
]
V (α,β)(x, y)dxdy.
For each pair ij we make an independent random choice according to this measure, and color
(i, j) by the first, and (j, i) by the second component of Zij to get a proper (k,m)-coloring G
of G. It remains to conduct the analysis of the deviation in the statement of the lemma, we
will show that this is small with high probability with respect to the randomization, which
in turn implies the existence. We have
‖U−WG‖ ≤ ‖U−V‖ + ‖V −WG‖
≤ k2ε+
k∑
α,β=1
‖V (α,β) −W (α,β)
G
‖
For each (α, β) ∈ [k]2 we have that P
(
‖V (α,β) −W (α,β)
G
‖ ≥ 4/
√
n
)
≤ 2−n, this result is
exactly Lemma 4.3 in [3]. This implies for n ≥ 16/ε2 the existence of a suitable coloring,
which in turn finishes the proof of the lemma.
Remark 3.3. Actually we can perform the same proof to verify the existence of a k-coloring
V such that dP(U,V) ≤ k2ε. On the other hand, we can not weaken the condition on
the closeness of U and V , a small cut-norm of U − V does not imply the existence of a
suitable coloring V, for example in the case when the number of steps of U is exponential
in 1/‖U − V ‖.
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We proceed towards the proof of the main statement of the paper. Before we can outline
that we require yet another specific lemma.
Let M∆,n denote the set of In-step functions U that have steps PU with |PU | ≤ tk(∆, 1)
classes, and values between 0 and 1, where tk is the function from Lemma 2.13. In order to
verify Theorem 1.5 we will condition on the event that is formulated in the following lemma.
Recall Definition 2.10 for the deviation dW,P(V ).
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a simple graph on n vertices and ∆ > 0. Then for q ≥ 22(2k4/∆2)+4 we
have
|dU,PU (G)− dU,PU (G(q, G))| ≤ ∆, (3.2)
for each U ∈ M = M∆,n simultaneously with probability at least 1 − exp(−∆2q27 ), whenever
n ≥ 4q/∆.
Proof. Let G and ∆ > 0 be arbitrary, and q be such that it satisfies the conditions of
the lemma. For technical convenience we assume that n is an integer multiple of q, let us
introduce the quantity t1 = tk(∆, 1) = 2
2
k4
∆2
+2
−2, and denote G(q, G) by F . For the case
when q is not a divisor of n, then we just add at most q isolated vertices to G to achieve the
above condition, by this operation dU,P(G) is changed by at most q/n. Also, we can couple
in a way such that dU,P(G(q, G)) remains unchanged with probability at least 1− q/n.
We will show that there exists an In-permutation φ of [0, 1] such that ‖WG−W φF ‖Q < ∆
for any In-partition Q of [0, 1] into at most t1 classes with high probability. Applying
Lemma 2.13 with the error parameter ∆/4 and m0(∆) = tk(∆, 1) for approximating WG by
a step function we can assert that there exists an In-partition P of [0, 1] into tP classes with
tP ≤ t2 with t2 = tk(∆/4, tk(∆, 1)) = 22(2k
4/∆2)+2+2(k
4/∆2)+1 ≤ 22(2k4/∆2)+3 such that for every
In-partition Q into tQ classes tQ ≤ max{tP , t1} it holds that
‖WG − (WG)P‖Q ≤ ∆/4.
We only need here
sup
Q:tQ≤t1
‖WG − (WG)P‖Q ≤ ∆/4. (3.3)
This property is by Remark 2.12 equivalent to stating that
max
Q
max
A∈A
max
S,T⊂[0,1]
t1∑
i,j=1
Ai,j
∫
S×T
(WG − (WG)P)(x, y)IQi(x)IQj(y)dxdy ≤ ∆/4, (3.4)
where A is the set of all t1 × t1 matrices with −1 or +1 entries.
We can reformulate the above expression (3.4) by putting
J =


1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ,
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and defining the tensor product BA = A⊗J , so that Bα,βi,j = AijJα,β for each A ∈ A. The first
matrix J corresponds to the In-partition (S∩T, S \T, T \S, [0, 1]\ (S∪T )) = (T1, T2, T3, T4)
generated by a pair (S, T ) of In-sets of [0, 1] so that for any function U : [0, 1]2 → R it holds
that
4∑
i,j=1
Jij
∫
[0,1]2
U(x, y)ITi(x)ITjdxdy =
∫
S×T
U(x, y)dxdy.
It follows that the inequality (3.4) is equivalent to saying
max
A∈A
max
Qˆ
t1∑
i,j=1
4∑
α,β=1
(BA)
α,β
i,j
∫
[0,1]2
(WG − (WG)P)(x, y)IQαi (x)IQβj (y)dxdy ≤ ∆/4, (3.5)
where the second maximum goes over all In-partitions Qˆ = (Qαi )i∈[t1]
α∈[4]
into 4t1 classes. Let
us substitute an arbitrary graphon U for WG − (WG)P in (3.5) and define
hˆA,Qˆ(U) =
∑
1≤i,j≤t1
1≤α,β≤4
(BA)
α,β
i,j
∫
[0,1]2
U(x, y)IQαi (x)IQβj
(y)dxdy
and
hˆA(U) = max
Qˆ
hA,Qˆ(U)
as the expression whose optima is sought for a fixed A ∈ A.
For notational convenience only lower indices will be used when referring to the entries of
BA. We introduce a relaxed version hA of the above function hˆA by replacing the requirement
on Qˆ being an In-partition, instead we define
hA,f(U) =
∑
1≤i,j≤4t1
(BA)i,j
∫
[0,1]2
U(x, y)fi(x)fj(y)dxdy
with f = (fi)i∈[4t1] being a fractional In-partition into 4t1 classes, that is, each component
of f is a non-negative In-function, and their sum is the constant 1 function. Further, we
define hA(U) = maxf hA,f(U), where f runs over all fractional In-partitions into 4t1 parts.
It is easy to see that
|hˆA(U)− hA(U)| ≤ 1/n,
since the two functions coincide when U is 0 on the diagonal blocks. Denote U ′ = WH(q,U),
where the graphon is given by the increasing order of the sample points {Xi | i ∈ [q] }. We
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wish to upper bound the probability that the deviation |hA(U) − hA(U ′)| exceeds ∆/4, for
some A ∈ A. Similarly as above, |hˆA(U ′)− hA(U ′)| ≤ 1/q.
We remark, that a simple approach would be using a slight variant of the counting lemma
Lemma 2.5 that |hA(U)− hA(U ′)| ≤ 16t21δ(U, U ′) together with a version of Lemma 2.7 for
kernels with perhaps negative values, this way we would have to impose a lower bound on q
that is exponential in t1 in order to satisfy the statement of the lemma. We can do slightly
better using more involved methods.
We require the notion of ground state energies from [4]. Let
Eˆ(G, J) = max
Q
s∑
i,j=1
Ji,j
∫
[0,1]2
IQi(x)IQj (y)WG(x, y)dxdy,
where the maximum runs over all In-partitions Q into s parts when |V (G)| = n.
Further,
E(U, J) = sup
f
s∑
i,j=1
Ji,j
∫
[0,1]2
fi(x)fj(y)U(x, y)dxdy,
where the supremum runs over all fractional partitions f into s parts.
The next result was first proved in [1], subsequently refined in [8].
Theorem 3.5. [1][8] Let s ≥ 1, and ρ > 0. Then there is an absolute constant c > 0 such
that for any s ≥ 1, ρ > 0, kernel U , real matrix J , and q ≥ cΘ4 log(Θ) with Θ = s2
ρ
we have
P(|E(U, J)− Eˆ(G(q, U), J)| > ρ‖U‖∞) < 2 exp
(
−ρ
2q
32
)
. (3.6)
We have seen above that hˆA(U) = Eˆ(U,BA) and hA(U) = E(U,BA). Since q ≥ t22 ≥
285t101 /∆
5 we can apply Theorem 3.5 for each A ∈ A with s = 4t1, and ρ = ∆/4.
This shows eventually that with probability at least 1 − 216t21+1 exp
(
−∆2q
29
)
≤ 1 −
exp
(
−∆2q
28
)
we have
max
A∈A
max
Qˆ
t1∑
i,j=1
4∑
α,β=1
(BA)
α,β
i,j
∫
[0,1]2
(WG(q,U))(x, y)IQαi (x)IQβj
(y)dxdy ≤ ∆/2, (3.7)
where the second maximum runs over all Iq-partitions Qˆ of [0, 1] into 4t1 parts. Denote this
event by E1.
This however is equivalent to saying that for every Q partition into tQ classes tQ ≤ t1 it
is true that
‖WG(q,U)‖Q ≤ ∆/2. (3.8)
The second estimate we require concerns the closeness of the step function (WG)P and
its sample WH(q,(WG)P ). Our aim is to overlay these two functions via measure preserving
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permutations of [0, 1], such that the measure of the subset of [0, 1]2 where they differ is as
small as possible.
Let V =WH(q,(WG)P ), this In-function is well-defined this way and is a step function with
steps forming the In-partition P ′. This latter In-partition of [0, 1] is the image of P induced
by the sample {X1, . . . , Xq} and the map i 7→ [ i−1q , iq ). Let ψ be a measure preserving
In-permutation of [0, 1] that satisfies that for each i ∈ [tP ] the volumes λ(Pi△ψ(P ′i )) =
|λ(Pi)− λ(P ′i )|. Let P ′′ denote the partition with classes P ′′i = ψ(P ′i ) and V ′ = (V )ψ (note
that V ′ and V are equivalent as graphons), furthermore let N be the (random) subset of
[0, 1]2 where the two functions (WG)P and V
′ differ. Then
E[λ(N)] ≤ 2E[
tP∑
i=1
|λ(Pi)− λ(P ′i )|]. (3.9)
The random variables λ(P ′i ) for each i can be interpreted as the proportion of positive
outcomes out of q independent Bernoulli trials with success probability λ(Pi). By Cauchy-
Schwarz it follows that
E[
tP∑
i=1
|λ(Pi)− λ(P ′i )|] ≤
√√√√tPE[ tP∑
i=1
(λ(Pi)− λ(P ′i ))2] ≤
√
t2
q
. (3.10)
This calculation yields that E[λ(N)] ≤
√
4t2
q
≤ ∆/8 by the choice of q, since q ≥ t22.
Standard concentration result gives us that λ(N) is also small in probability if q is chosen
large enough. For convenience, define the martingaleMl = E[λ(N)|X1, . . . , Xl] for 1 ≤ l ≤ q,
and notice that the martingale differences are uniformly bounded, |Ml −Ml−1| ≤ 4q . The
Azuma-Hoeffding inequality then yields
P(λ(N) ≥ ∆/4) ≤ P(λ(N) ≥ E[λ(N)] + ∆/8) ≤ exp(−∆2q/211). (3.11)
Define the event E2 that holds whenever λ(N) ≤ ∆/4, and condition on E1 and E2, the
failure probability of each one is at most exp(−∆2q
211
).
It follows that ‖V ψ − (WG)P‖1 ≤ λ(N) ≤ ∆/4. Now employing the triangle inequality
and the bound (3.8) we get for all In-partitions Q into t parts that
‖WG − (WF )ψ‖Q ≤ ‖WG − (WG)P‖Q + ‖(WG)P − V ψ‖1 + ‖V ψ − (WF )ψ‖ψ(Q) ≤ ∆.
Now let U ∈ M∆,n be arbitrary, and let PU denote the partition consisting of the steps
of U . Let φ be the In-permutation of [0, 1] that is optimal in the sense that dU,PU (G) =
‖U − (WG)φ‖PU . Then
dU,PU (G)− dU,PU (F ) ≤ ‖U − (WG)φ‖PU − ‖U − (WF )(ψ◦φ)‖PU
≤ ‖WG − (WF )ψ‖φ−1(PU ) ≤ ∆.
The lower bound on the above difference can be handled in a similar way, therefore we have
that |dU,PU (G)− dU,PU (F )| ≤ ∆ for every U ∈ M∆,n.
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We conclude the proof with mentioning that the failure probability of the two events E1
and E2 taking place simultaneously is at most exp(−∆2q27 ).
We are now ready to conduct the proof of the main result of the paper concerning graph
parameters.
Proof of Theorem 1.5.
Let us fix ε > 0 and the simple graphG with n vertices. We introduce the error parameter
∆ = k
−2q2g(ε/2)
4k2+1
and set q ≥ 22(2k4/∆2)+4. To establish the lower bound on f(G(q, G)) not much
effort is required: we pick a (k,m)-coloring G of G that certifies the value f(G), that is,
g(G) = f(G). Then the (k,m)-coloring of F = G(q,G) of G(q, G) induced by G satisfies
g(F) ≥ g(G)− ε/2 with probability at least 1− ε/2 since q ≥ qg(ε/2), due to the testability
property of g, which in turn implies f(G(q, G)) ≥ f(G)−ε/2 with probability at least 1−ε/2.
The problem concerning the upper bound in terms of q on f(G(q, G)) is the difficult
part of the proof, the rest of it deals with this case. Recall that M∆,n denotes the set of
the [0, 1]-valued proper In-step functions that have at most tk(∆, 1) steps. Let us condi-
tion on the event in the statement of Lemma 3.4, that is for all U ∈ M∆,n it holds that
|dU,PU (G) − dU,PU (G(q, G))| ≤ ∆. Let N be the set of all k-colored digraphons W that
are In-step functions with at most tk(∆, 1) steps P, and that satisfy dU,P(G) ≤ 2∆ for
U =
∑
(α,β)∈M W
(α,β).
Our main step in the proof is that, conditioned on the aforementioned event, we construct
for each (k,m)-coloring of F a corresponding coloring of G so that the g values of the two
colored instances are sufficiently close. We elaborate on this argument in the following.
Let us fix an arbitrary (k,m)-coloring of F denoted by F. According to Lemma 2.13
there exists aW that is a proper In-step function with at most tk(∆, 1) steps PW such that
there exists an In-permutation φ of [0, 1] such that dP((WF)φ,W) ≤ ∆. Therefore, by
setting U =
∑
(α,β)∈M W
(α,β) we have dU,P(F ) ≤ ∆ and U ∈ M∆,n. This in turn implies
that dU,P(G) ≤ 2∆, and consequently W ∈ N . It follows from Lemma 3.2 that there exists
a (k,m)-coloring of G denoted by G such that d(W, (WG)
ψ) ≤ 4k2∆ for some ψ that is
an In-permutation of [0, 1].
Therefore we get that δ(G,F) ≤ (4k2 + 1)∆. By virtue of Lemma 3.1 we can assert
that |g(G) − g(F)| ≤ ε/2. This finishes our argument, as F was arbitrary, and the failure
probability of the conditioned event in the analysis of the upper bound is at most ε/2.
4 Weak nondeterminism
We introduce an even more restrictive notion of nondeterminism corresponding to node
colorings (Definition 1.2 used throughout the paper is a special case of the nondeterminism
notion used commonly in complexity theory). Relying on this new concept we are able
to improve on the upper bound of the sample complexity using a simplified version of our
approach applied in the proof of Theorem 1.5 without significant alterations.
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We formulate the definition of a stronger property than the previously defined nondeter-
ministic testability. The notion itself may seem at first more involved, but in fact it only
corresponds to the case, where the witness parameter g for a graph G is evaluated only on
the set of node-colorings instead of edge-colorings of G in order to determine the f value in
the maximum expression. This modification will enable us to rely only on the cut-norm and
the corresponding regularity lemmas instead of the cut-P-norm that was employed in the
general case, thus leads us to improved upper bounds on the sample complexity of f with
respect to that of g. This time we only treat the case of undirected graph colorings in detail,
the directed case is analogous.
We will introduce the set of colorings of G called node-(k,m)-colorings. Let T =
(T1, . . . , Tk) be a partition of V (G) and D = ((D1, . . . , Dm), (D′1, . . . , D′m)) be two partitions
of [k]2, together they induce two partitions, C = ((C1, . . . , Cm), (C ′1, . . . , C ′m)), of V (G)2 such
that each class is of the form Ci = ∪(α,β)∈DiTα × Tβ and C ′i = ∪(α,β)∈D′iTα × Tβ respectively.
A node-(k,m)-coloring of G is defined by some C of the previous form and is the 2m-tuple
of simple graphs G = (G1, . . . , Gm, G˜1, . . . , G˜m) with Gi = G[Ci] and G˜i = G
c[C ′i]. Here
Gc stands for the complement of G (the union of G and its complement is the undirected
complete graph), and G[Ci] is the union of induced labeled subgraphs of G between Tα and
Tβ for each (α, β) ∈ Di for α 6= β, in the case of α = β the term in the union is the induced
labeled subgraph of G on the node set Tα.
These special edge-2m-colored graphs that can serve as node-(k,m)-colorings are given
by a triple (G, T ,D), where G is a simple graph, T is a partition of V (G) into k parts, and D
is a pair of partitions of [k]2 into m parts. In the case of r-uniform hypergraphs for arbitrary
r ≥ 2 a node-(k,m)-colorings is also a triple (G, T ,D), the only difference in comparison to
the graph case is that D is a pair of partitions of [k]r into m parts, the rest of the description
is analogous.
Definition 4.1. The r-uniform hypergraph parameter f is weakly non-deterministically
testable if there exist integers m and k with m ≤ kr and a testable edge-2m-colored di-
rected r-graph parameter g such that for any simple r-graph G we have f(G) = maxG g(G),
where the maximum goes over the set of node-(k,m)-colorings of G.
We present two approaches to handle this variant of the nondeterministic testability.
The first method follows the proof framework introduced for the general case for graphs, its
adaptation to the current setting results an improvement on the upper bound on the sample
complexity to a 2-fold exponential of the sample complexity of the witness a parameter and
is also applicable to the corresponding property testing setting. The second idea entails
the graph case as well as the r-uniform hypergraph setting for arbitrary rank r of the weak
setting. We manage to reduce the upper bound on the sample complexity further to only
exponential dependence. This approach does seems to be more problem specific, than the
previous one, and it does not directly yield an analogous statement in property testing.
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First approach
The following lemma is the analogous result to Lemma 3.2 that can be employed in the proof
of the variant of Theorem 1.5 for the special case of weakly nondeterministically testable
graph parameters.
Lemma 4.2. Let ε > 0, let U and V be arbitrary graphons with ‖U − V ‖ ≤ ε, and also let
k ≥ 2 and m ≤ k2. For any U = (U (1), . . . , U (m), U˜ (1), . . . , U˜ (m)) node-(k,m)-coloring of U
there exists a node-(k,m)-coloring of V denoted by V = (V (1), . . . , V (k), V˜ (1), . . . , V˜ (m)) such
that d(U,V) =
∑m
i=1 ‖U (i) − V (i)‖ +
∑m
i=1 ‖U˜ (i) − V˜ (i)‖ ≤ 2k2ε. If V = WG for some
simple graph G on n nodes and each U (i) is an In-step function then there is a coloring G
of G such that d(U,WG) ≤ 2k2ε.
Proof. Our approach is quite elementary: consider the partition T of [0, 1] and C that is
a pair of partitions of [0, 1]2 corresponding to a pair of partitions D of [k]2 as above that
together with U describe U, and define V (i) = V ICi and V˜
(i) = (1− V )IC′i for each i ∈ [m].
Then
‖U (i) − V (i)‖ ≤
∑
(α,β)∈Di
‖(U − V )ITα×Tβ‖ ≤ ε|Di| (4.1)
for each i ∈ [m], and the analogous upper bound applies to ‖U˜ (i)− V˜ (i)‖. Summing up over
i gives the result stated in the lemma.
The argument showing the part regarding simple graphs is identical.
Note that in Lemma 3.2 we required U and V to be close in the cut-P-norm for some
partition P, and U to be a P step function to guarantee for each U the existence of V that
is close to it in the cut distance of k-colored digraphons. Using the fact that in the weakly
non-deterministic framework cut-closeness of instances implies the cut-closeness of the sets
of their node-(k,m)-colorings we can formulate the next corollary of Theorem 1.5 that is one
of the main results of this subsection.
Corollary 4.3. Let f be a weakly non-deterministically testable graph parameter with witness
parameter g of node-(k,m)-colored graphs with the corresponding sample complexity qg. Then
f is testable with sample complexity qf , and there exists a c > 0 that does depend only on k
and not on f so that for any ε > 0 have qf (ε) ≤ exp(2)(cq2g(ε/2)).
Proof. We will give only a sketch of the proof, as it is almost identical to that of Theorem 1.5,
and we automatically refer to that, including the notation used in the current proof. Let G
be a simple graph on n nodes, and let ε > 0 be fixed, q ≥ exp(2)(cq2g(ε/2)) for some constant
c > 0 that will be specified later. The part concerning the lower bound of f(G(q, G)) is
completely identical to the general case.
For the upper bound set ∆ = exp(−cq2q (ε)). We condition on the event δ(G,G(q, G)) ≤
∆, whose failure probability is sufficiently small due to Lemma 2.7, i.e. for q ≥ 2100/∆2 it is at
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most exp
(
−4100/∆2 ∆2
50
)
. We define c to be large enough so that the above lower bound on q
holds true whenever q ≥ qf(ε). Now we select an arbitrary node-(k,m)-coloring F of G(q, G)
and apply the Weak Regularity Lemma for 2m-colored graphons, Lemma 2.9, in the In-step
function case with error parameter ∆/(2k2+1) (keeping in mind that m ≤ k2) to get a tuple
of In-step functions forming U with at most t′2k2(∆/(2k2 + 1)) steps. We define the In-step
function graphon U =
∑m
i=1 Ui and note that our condition implies that δ(G,U) ≤ 2∆,
since δ(G,U) ≤ δ(G,G(q, G)) + δ(G(q, G), U). To finish the proof we apply Lemma 4.2,
it implies the existence of a node-(k,m)-coloring G of G so that δ(G,F) ≤ (2k2 + 1)∆.
Applying Lemma 3.1 delivers the desired result by establishing that |g(F)− g(G)| ≤ ε.
Second approach
Recall the notion of layered ground state energies of r-arrays of [4] and [8] for arbitrary
r ≥ 1.
Let r, k ≥ 1, and G = (Gz)z∈[k]r be [k]r-tuple of real r-arrays of size n, and T =
(T1, . . . , Tk) a partition of [n] into k parts. Then
ET (G) =
∑
z∈[k]r
1
nr
n∑
i1,...,ir=1
Gz(i1, . . . , ir)
r∏
j=1
ITzj
(ij), (4.2)
and
Eˆ(G) = max
T
ET (G), (4.3)
where the maximum runs over all integer partitions T of [n] into k parts.
We will make use of the next generalization of Theorem 3.5 for hypergraphs from [1]
and [8] that deals with the testability of layered ground state energies, in particular the
dependence of the upper bound on the sample complexity on the dimension r.
Theorem 4.4. [1, 8] Let r ≥ 1, q ≥ 1, and ε > 0. Then for any [q]r-tuple of ([−‖W‖∞, ‖W‖∞], r)-
graphons W = (W z)z∈[q]r and k ≥ Θ4 log(Θ)qr with Θ = 2r+7qrrε we have
P(|E(W )− Eˆ(G(k,W ))| > ε‖W‖∞) < ε. (4.4)
We are ready to state and prove the other main result of the section that includes a
further improvement fo the upper bound on the sample complexity compared to our first
approach in the weak nondeterministic testing setting.
Theorem 4.5. Let r ≥ 1 and f be a weakly non-deterministically testable r-graph parameter
with witness parameter g of node-(k,m)-colored graphs, and let the corresponding sample
complexity functions be qf and qg. Then f is testable and there exist a cr,k > 0 that does
depend only on r and k, but not on f such that for any ε > 0 we have qf (ε) ≤ exp(cr,kqg(ε/8)).
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Proof. Let r ≥ 1 be arbitrary, and f be a weakly nondeterministically testable r-graph
parameter with a certificate specified by the constants k and m ≤ kr, and the testable
2m-colored r-graph parameter g. Then
f(G) = max
T ,D
g(G(G, T ,D)),
where the maximum goes over every pair (T ,D), where T is a partition of V (G) into k parts,
and D is a pair of partitions of [k]r into m parts, and G(G, T ,D) is the edge 2m-colored
graph defined by its parameters as seen above. Define the for each fixed D the node-k-
colored r-graph (i.e., a simple r-graph together with a k-coloring of its nodes) parameter
gD(G, T ) = g(G(G, T ,D)) and the simple r-graph parameter fD(G) = maxT gD(G, T ).
Let ε > 0 be arbitrary, define
gε(G(G,P,D)) =
∑
F,T
t(G(F, T ,D),G(G,P,D))g(G(F, T ,D)),
where the sum goes over all simple r-graphs F on q0 = qg(ε/8) vertices and partitions T of
[q0] into k parts. By the testability of g we have
|gε(G(G,P,D))− g(G(G,P,D))| ≤ ε/4, (4.5)
for each permitted tuple (G,P,D). Analogously we define
gε,D(G,P) =
∑
F,T
t(G(F, T ,D),G(G,P,D))g(G(F, T ,D)),
and
f ε,D(G) = max
T
gε,D(G, T ).
It follows from (4.5) that for any G simple r-graph
|f ε,D(G)− fD(G)| ≤ ε/4,
and for any ε > 0 and q ≥ 1 we have
|f(G)− f(G(q, G))| ≤ max
D
|f ε,D(G)− f ε,D(G(q, G))|+ ε/2. (4.6)
For any ε > 0 and D that is a pair of partitions of [k]r into m parts the parameter f ε,D can
be re-written as an energy of q0-arrays: For G of size [n] let H = (H
z)z∈[k]q0 so that for each
z ∈ [k]q0 the real q0-array Hz is defined by
Hz(i1, . . . , iq0) = g
D(G[(i1, . . . , iq0)],Pz(i1, . . . , iq0))
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for each (i1, . . . , iq0) ∈ [n]q0, where Pz(i1, . . . , iq0) = (P1, . . . , Pk) is a partition of (i1, . . . , iq0)
given by Pl = { ij | zj = l } for l ∈ [k]. Then for each T that is a partition of [n] into k parts
we can assert that
gε,D(G, T ) =
∑
z∈[k]q0
1
nq0
n∑
i1,...,ir=1
gD(G[(i1, . . . , iq0)],Pz(i1, . . . , iq0))
r∏
j=1
ITzj
(ij)
=
∑
z∈[k]q0
1
nq0
n∑
i1,...,ir=1
Hz(i1, . . . , iq0)
r∏
j=1
ITzj
(ij)
= ET (H),
and further
f ε,D(G) = max
T
gε,D(G, T ) = max
T
ET (H) = Eˆ(H).
Analogously it holds for any q ≥ q0 that f ε,D(G(q, G)) = Eˆ(G(q,H)).
This implies by Theorem 4.4 that for q ≥ Θ4 log(Θ) with Θ = 2q0+11kq0q0
ε
and each fixed
D that
P(|f ε,D(G)− f ε,D(G(q, G))| > ε/2) < 2 exp
(
− ε
2q
32q20
)
.
The probability that the event in the previous formula occurs for some D is at most
k2rk
r
2 exp
(
− ε2q
32q20
)
, therefore by recalling (4.6) we can conclude that there exists a con-
stant cr,k > 0 not depending on other specifics of f such that for each simple graph G and
q ≥ exp(cr,kqg(ε/8)) it holds that
P(|f(G)− f(G(q, G))| > ε) < ε.
5 Further research
The sample complexity upper bounds provided in this paper in both the general and the
special case are not known to be sharp, moreover, the lower bounds available at the moment
are only trivial ones. An interesting open question is to improve both upper and lower bounds
in the above setting, perhaps upper bound conditions (such as polynomial testability) for
the witness parameter are of relevance here.
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